We give a constant-competitive algorithm for the problem of assigning jobs online to machines with non-uniform speed (called related machines) so as to optimize any ℓ q -norm of the machine loads. Previously, such a result was only known for the special case of the makespan, or ℓ ∞ . norm. We also extend these results to obtain tight bounds for the problem of vector scheduling on related machines, where no results were previously known even for the makespan norm. To obtain our results, we employ a convex relaxation of the ℓ q -norm objective and use a continuous greedy algorithm to solve this convex program online. To round the fractional solution, we then use a novel restructuring of the instance that we call machine smoothing. This is a generic tool that reduces a problem on related machines to a set of problem instances on identical machines, and we hope it will be useful in other settings with non-uniform machine speeds as well.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we consider the online load balancing problem of assigning jobs to machines with non-uniform speeds (called related machines). The online load balancing problem has a long history for optimizing the makespan norm (maximum machine load or Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. STOC'18, June [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] 2018 , Los Angeles, CA, USA © 2018 Copyright held by the owner/author(s). Publication rights licensed to the Association for Computing Machinery. ACM ISBN 978-1-4503-5559-9/18/06. . . $15.00 https://doi.org/10.1145/3188745.3188966 ℓ ∞ norm of machine loads) on machines of uniform speed (identical machines) [1, 11, 12, 20, 21, 23, 26, 30] . This problem has also been studied for the more general setting of unrelated machines, where the processing time of a job on a machine is arbitrary, and a tight competitive ratio of O(log m) is known for the problem (where m is the number of machines) [3, 10, 14] . In many situations, however, other ℓ q -norms of machine loads are more relevant than the makespan norm: e.g., the 2-norm is suitable for disk storage [16, 18] , whereas q between 2 and 3 is used for modeling energy consumption [2, 33, 37] . This has led to the design of load balancing algorithms for optimizing arbitrary ℓ q -norms (or simply q-norms) of machine loads, and tight competitive ratios of O(1) for identical machines [4] and O(q) for unrelated machines [5, 14, 15] are known. However, for related machines, the only previous result was a constant-competitive algorithm for the makespan norm, using the so-called slowest fit algorithm [3, 13] . No results were known for any other q-norm prior to our work. Our first result is to show the first constant-competitive algorithms for optimizing arbitrary q-norms on related machines.
Recent literature has further expanded the scope of the job scheduling problem to vector jobs that have multiple dimensions, the resulting problem being called vector scheduling [8, 17, 29, 32] . This problem arises in scheduling on data centers where jobs with multiple resource requirements have to be allocated to machine clusters to make efficient use of limited resources such as CPU, memory, network bandwidth, and storage [19, 22, 28, 29, 31, 34] . Recently, Im et al. [27] showed that for vector scheduling with the makespan norm, competitive ratios of O(log d/log log d) and O(log d + log m) are tight for identical and unrelated machines respectively, where d is the number of dimensions and m is the number of machines. They also extended these results to arbitrary ℓ q -norms. In many data center applications, the situation is between these two extremes of identical and unrelated machines, and resembles the related machines scenario. In other words, machines have non-uniform speeds and the load created by a vector job on any dimension of a machine is inversely proportional to the machine speed. But, no results were known prior to our work for vector scheduling on related machines, either for the makespan norm or for arbitrary ℓ q norms.
There are two natural variants of vector scheduling depending on whether machine speed is identical across dimensions (we call this homogeneous speeds) or different across dimensions (we call this heterogeneous speeds). We show a sharp contrast between these two settings: we give algorithms minimizing makespan and ℓ q norms in the homogeneous setting that match those for identical machines, and show lower bounds in the heterogeneous setting that match those for unrelated machines. The lower bounds for vector scheduling on related machines with heterogeneous speeds are deferred to the full version of the paper because of space constraints. Preliminaries and Results: First, we set up some standard notation. In online scheduling, a set of n jobs arrive online and each job must be irrevocably assigned to one of m machines immediately on arrival. Each job j has a non-negative size p j . In vector scheduling, p j is a vector of d dimensions, p j = ⟨p j (1), p j (2), . . . , p j (d)⟩.
Each machine i has a non-negative speed s i that is given offline. In vector scheduling, s i is a vector ⟨s i (1), s i (2), . . . , s i (d)⟩, where s i (1) = s i (2) = . . . = s i (d) (denoted s i ) in the homogeneous setting.
When job j is assigned to machine i, it produces a load of p j /s i . In vector scheduling, the load is p j (k)/s i (k) = p i j (k) in dimension k. The load produced by a set of jobs is the sum of their individual loads. The load vector is denoted Λ = ⟨Λ 1 , Λ 2 , . . . , Λ m ⟩, where Λ i is the total load on machine i. For vector scheduling, every dimension k has its own load vector, denoted Λ(k) = ⟨Λ 1 (k), Λ 2 (k), . . . , Λ m (k)⟩, where Λ i (k) is the total load on machine i in dimension k.
In vector scheduling, the makespan objective is given by:
For the problem of minimizing makespan in vector scheduling, we show the following result. Theorem 1. For online vector scheduling on related machines for minimizing makespan:
(1) (Section 3) For homogeneous speeds, we give a deterministic O(log d/log log d)-competitive algorithm. This is asymptotically tight since it matches a known lower bound for identical machines [27] . (2) (Deferred to full version) For heterogeneous speeds, we give a lower bound of Ω(log d + log m) on the competitive ratio. This is asymptotically tight since it matches a known upper bound for unrelated machines [8, 27, 32] . Now we state our results for optimizing arbitrary ℓ q -norms. First, we consider the scalar scheduling problem. The ℓ q -norm objective is given by:
We obtain the following result.
Theorem 2. For online (scalar) scheduling on related machine for minimizing ℓ q -norms (Section 4), we give a deterministic algorithm with a constant competitive ratio. This is asymptotically tight because online scheduling has a constant lower bound even for identical machines [1, 12, 20, 23, 26] .
Next, we consider optimizing ℓ q -norms in vector scheduling. Our objective is given by:
We obtain the following result. Theorem 3. For online vector scheduling on related machines for minimizing ℓ q -norms:
(1) (Section 5) For homogeneous speeds, we give a deterministic algorithm with a competitive ratio of O(log c d) for some constant c. This is tight up to the value of the constant c, by a known lower bound for identical machines [27] . (2) (Deferred to full version) For heterogeneous speeds, we give a lower bound of Ω(log d + q) on the competitive ratio. This is asymptotically tight since it matches a known upper bound for unrelated machines [27] .
Note that Theorem 2 follows as a corollary of Theorem 3. However, our vector scheduling algorithm uses our scalar scheduling algorithm as a subroutine; consequently, the proof of Theorem 3 relies on an independent proof of Theorem 2. Therefore, we present our scalar scheduling results before presenting our vector scheduling results for arbitrary q-norms. We note that homogeneous related machines do not admit algorithms that optimize all norms simultaneously unlike identical machines. Thus we can only have algorithms that optimize each specific q-norm. Techniques: A key tool in our algorithms is what we call machine smoothing. Imagine grouping together machines with similar speeds. Then, one can employ a two-stage algorithm that assigns each job to a machine group, and then use an identical machines algorithm within each machine group. Unfortunately, this simple grouping does not make the assignment problem easier as the number of machines in each group might be completely arbitrary. It turns out that the assignment of jobs to groups is facilitated if we can ensure that the cumulative processing power in a group exponentially increases as we move to slower groups. (The cumulative processing power for the makespan objective is simply the sum of speeds of machines in the group; for other ℓ q -norms, this definition is suitably generalized.) So, now we have two objectives: group machines with similar speeds, but also ensure exponentially increasing processing powers of the groups in decreasing speed order. We show that we can transform any given instance into an instance that satisfies these goals simultaneously, which we call a smoothed instance, while only sacrificing a constant factor in the competitive ratio of the algorithm.
It turns out that the machine smoothing technique is essentially sufficient for solving the makespan minimization problem in vector scheduling, since the assignment of jobs to machine groups in a smoothed instance can be done by simulating the slowest-fit strategy used for scalar scheduling. However, for other ℓ q -norms, even for scalar scheduling, we need to work harder in designing the algorithm to assign jobs to machine groups in a smoothed instance. In particular, we use a two-step approach. First, we use a continuous greedy algorithm on a suitably chosen fractional relaxation of the norm to produce a competitive fractional solution. Next, we use an online rounding algorithm to produce an integer assignment from the fractional solution. In the case of vector scheduling for arbitrary ℓ q -norms, an additional complication is caused by the fact that the continuous greedy algorithm can produce unbalanced loads on different dimensions since it follows the gradient for a single objective, thereby leading to a large competitive ratio. To avoid this difficulty, we use the assignment produced by the continuous greedy algorithm only as an advice on the approximate speed of the machine group that a fractional job should be assigned to. We then use a different algorithm to make the actual assignment of the fractional job to a machine group similar to the advice, but not necessarily to the exact same group. Related Work: In the interest of space, we will only state a small subset of related results and refer the reader to more detailed surveys [6, 35, 36] for other results. The online job scheduling problem was introduced by Graham [24] , who showed that list scheduling has a competitive ratio of (2 − 1/m) for the makespan objective on identical machines. Currently, the best known upper bound is 1.9201 [1, 11, 21, 30] , while the best lowerbound is 1.880 [1, 12, 20, 23, 26] . For the related machines setting, the slowest-fit algorithm is 2competitive [13] (given the optimal makespan a priori), but for unrelated machines, the optimal competitive ratio is Θ(log m) [3, 10] . This problem was generalized to arbitrary q-norms by [4] for identical machines and by [5, 14] for unrelated machines. The only previous result for related machines was the competitive ratio of 2 achieved by the slowest-fit algorithm for the makespan norm [13] .
For vector scheduling for identical machines, a PTAS is known for any fixed d [17] . For unrelated machines, the best known approximation factor is O(log d/log log d) [25] and a constant lower bound is known [17] . In the online setting, O(log d)-competitive algorithms were given for identical machines [7, 32] . A recent work [27] improved these results by giving tight bounds of O(log d/log log d) for identical machines and O(log d + log m) for unrelated machines. They also extended these results to arbitrary q-norms, giving tight bounds of O(( 
MACHINE SMOOTHING
One of the main ideas that we use throughout our algorithms is that of machine smoothing. There are two properties that we wish to derive from machine smoothing: that machines in a single group have the same speed and that a slower group has processing power at least as much the sum over all its faster groups. To ensure both properties simultaneously, simply grouping the given machines is not sufficient -instead, we need to modify machine speeds in the given instance and create new machines. The goal of this section is to show that such modification is valid, i.e., there is a mapping between assignments made on the original instance and the smoothed instance that only changes the objective by a constant factor.
We use a parameter γ := q/(q − 1) for defining smoothed instances for the q-norm. For the makespan norm, we define γ := 1. Using this parameter, we define the processing power of a group, (denoted S(G) for group G) S(G) := i ∈G s γ i ; note that for the makespan norm, the processing power is simply the sum of speeds of the machines in the group, i.e., S(G) := i ∈G s i . Definition 1. An instance is smoothed if the machines are partitioned into groups G 0 , G 1 , . . . such that:
• Property 1: All machines in a group have equal speed.
• Property 3: For any ℓ, the value of s γ i for machines i ∈ G ℓ is at least twice that of machines i ∈ G ℓ+1 . For the makespan norm, this means that machines in G ℓ are at least twice as fast as those in G ℓ+1 .
Machine
Smoothing for Makespan Norm. First, we give an algorithm that converts an arbitrary set of machines M to a smoothed set of machines M ′ for the makespan norm (see Fig. 1 ). By scaling and rounding all machine speeds to powers of 2, we assume that all machine speeds are 2 −t for some integer t ≥ 0 with the fastest machine having a speed of 1. Clearly, this changes the makespan by at most a factor of 2.
First, we order the machines in M in non-increasing order of speed, breaking ties arbitrarily. Let us overload notation and call this sorted order M as well. The first group G 0 comprises only the first machine in M, i.e., a machine with speed 1. To define a group G ℓ for ℓ ≥ 1, we discard the prefix of M comprising machines in G 0 ∪G 1 ∪ ... ∪G ℓ−1 and from the remaining machines in M, choose a minimal prefix such that their total processing power (sum of speeds) is exactly 2 ℓ . Note that if the total processing power of the remaining machines is at least 2 ℓ , this is always possible since machine speeds are (non-positive) powers of 2. If the total processing power of the remaining machines is less than 2 ℓ , we simply discard these remaining machines (call these discarded machines G L+1 where L is the index of the last group of machines). Thus, for each group
Let s min (G ℓ ) denote the lowest speed among all machines in G ℓ . To create our smoothed set of machines M ′ , for each ℓ we replace G ℓ with a new set of machines G ′ ℓ whose speeds are all equal to s min (G ℓ ). The number of machines in G ′ ℓ is chosen such that the processing power is preserved, i.e., S(G ′ ℓ ) = S(G ℓ ). Note that G ′ ℓ may have more machines than G ℓ . Finally, we combine all groups in G ′ 0 , G ′ 1 , . . . that have the same speed to form a new set of groups G ′′ 0 , G ′′ 1 , . . ., which form a smoothed instance. The next lemma claims that any assignment in the original instance can be mapped to an assignment in the smoothed instance, and vice-versa, such that the makespan only changes by a constant. Lemma 4. For any set M of machines (with homogeneous speeds in the case of vector scheduling), let M ′ be the set of smoothed machines defined by the smoothing procedure for the makespan norm. Then there exist two mappings д : M → M ′ and д ′ : M ′ → M such that if we are given a schedule on machines in M (resp., M ′ ), then scheduling jobs assigned to machine i on machine д(i) (resp., д ′ (i)) produces a schedule with makespan at most a constant factor more than that of the original schedule on M (resp., M ′ ).
Proof. To define our mappings, we will use both sets of groups G 0 , G 1 , . . . on machines M and G ′ 0 , G ′ 1 , . . . on machines M ′ . (Note that {G ′′ ℓ } ℓ and {G ′ ℓ } ℓ are groups defined on the same set of machines M ′ ; so it is sufficient to output an assignment on G ′ 0 , G ′ 1 , . . ..) First, we define the mapping д(·) (see the bottom of Fig. 1 for an illustration). We partition the machines in group G ℓ+1 for 0
, where all machines in H i ′ are mapped to a single machine i ′ ∈ G ′ ℓ . Since no machine in G ℓ+1 has a speed greater than s i ′ and S(G ℓ+1 ) ≤ 2S(G ′ ℓ ), we can ensure that S(H i ′ ) ≤ 3s i ′ , e.g., by using a greedy partitioning algorithm. Thus, this mapping increases the makespan of a schedule by at most a factor of 3. Additionally, we map the unique machine in G 0 to itself, leading to an overall increase in the makespan by at most a factor of 4. Now, we define the mapping д ′ (·) from machines M ′ to M (see the top of Fig. 1 for an illustration). We partition the machines in . . . 
, and all speeds are powers of 2, we can ensure that S(H i ) = s i , e.g., by again using a greedy partitioning algorithm. Thus, this mapping does not increase the makespan of a schedule. □
Smoothing for q-norms. For an arbitrary q-norm, we need to modify our machine smoothing procedure because the definition of processing power of a group, and consequently that of a smoothed instance, is different from that for makespan. Thus in this section, we give an algorithm for converting machines M to a set of smoothed machines M ′ when optimizing for arbitrary q-norms where q ≥ 2 (since the case of q = 1 is trivial).
Recall that in the definition of smoothed instance for q-norms, we define total processing power of a group S(G ℓ ) = i ∈G ℓ s γ i , where γ = q/(q − 1). Define Γ := 2 1/γ . Again by scaling and rounding, we can assume that the fastest machine has speed exactly 1 and that all machines in M have speeds that are (non-positive) powers Γ, i.e., 1, Γ −1 , Γ −2 , . . .. This changes the q-norm by at most a factor of γ which is at most 2 since q ≥ 2.
We again we order the machines in M in non-increasing order of speed, breaking ties arbitrarily. Let us overload notation and call this sorted order M as well. The first group G 0 comprises only the first machine in M, i.e., a machine with speed 1. To define a group G ℓ for ℓ ≥ 1, we discard the prefix of M comprising machines in G 0 ∪ G 1 ∪ ... ∪ G ℓ−1 and from the remaining machines in M, choose a minimal prefix such that their total processing power (sum of s γ i ) is exactly 2 ℓ . Note that if the total processing power of the remaining machines is at least 2 ℓ , this is always possible since machine speeds are (non-positive) powers of Γ (and thus each s γ i is a non-positive power of 2). If the total processing power of the remaining machines is less than 2 ℓ , we simply discard these remaining machines (call these discarded machines G L+1 where L is the index of the last group of machines). Thus, for each group
Let s min (G ℓ ) denote the lowest speed among all machines in G ℓ . To create our smoothed set of machines M ′ , for each ℓ we replace G ℓ with a new set of machines G ′ ℓ whose speeds are all equal to s min (G ℓ ). The number of machines in G ′ ℓ is chosen such that the processing power is preserved, i.e., S(G ′ ℓ ) = S(G ℓ ). Note that G ′ ℓ may have more machines than G ℓ . Finally, we combine all groups in G ′ 0 , G ′ 1 , . . . that have the same speed to form a new set of groups G ′′ 0 , G ′′ 1 , . . ., which form a smoothed instance. We now generalize Lemma 4 to arbitrary q-norms.
Lemma 5. For any set M of machines (with homogeneous speeds in the case of vector scheduling), let M ′ be the set of smoothed machines defined by the smoothing procedure for the q-norm. Then there exist two mappings д : M → M ′ and д ′ : M ′ → M such that if we are given a schedule on machines in M (resp., M ′ ), then scheduling jobs assigned to machine i on machine д(i) (resp., д ′ (i)) produces a schedule with q-norm at most a constant factor more than that of the original schedule on M (resp., M ′ ).
Proof. To define our mappings, we will use both sets of groups
are groups defined on the same set of machines M ′ ; so it is sufficient to output an assignment on G ′ 0 , G ′ 1 , . . ..) First, we define the mapping д(·). We partition the machines in
Since no machine in G ℓ+1 has a speed greater than s i ′ and S(G ℓ+1 ) ≤ 2S(G ′ ℓ ), we can ensure that S(H i ′ ) ≤ 3s γ i ′ , e.g., by using a greedy partitioning algorithm. We now want to show that the-norm of the loads on machines in H i ′ only increases by a factor of at most 3 q when the loads are relocated to machine i ′ . Let u t denote the total volume machine t ∈ H i ′ (i.e, sum of p j on machine t). Then, we have,
where the first inequality follows from the convexity of x q ; the second inequality follows since S(
Finally, note that the first group G ′ 0 processes jobs relocated not only from G 1 but also from G 0 . Hence the-norm increases by a factor of at most 6 q , meaning that the optimal q-norm increases by at most a constant factor. Now, we define the mapping д ′ (·) from machines M ′ to M. We partition the machines in group
Since every machine in G ℓ has at least the speed of machines in
, and all s γ i are powers of 2, we can ensure that S(H i ) = s γ i , e.g., by again using a greedy partitioning algorithm.
We again let u t be the volume of jobs assigned on machine t ∈ H i . Thus we we have
where the first inequality again follows from the convexity of x q . The last equality follows since |H i | = s γ i /(s ′ ℓ ) γ . Thus, we have shown that the-norm does not increase when jobs are moved from M ′ to M following the mapping д ′ (·). □
VECTOR SCHEDULING: MINIMIZING MAKESPAN
Using machine smoothing, we now give an O log d log log d -competitive algorithm for makespan minimization on (homogeneous) related machines (the first part of Theorem 1). By Lemma 4, we assume throughout that we have a smoothed instance, and only describe the algorithm to assign jobs to machine groups. Recall that each group is a set of identical machines, so we use the following theorem from [27] to assign jobs to individual machines in a group. Theorem 6 ( [27] ). For vector jobs scheduled on m identical machines, there is a deterministic algorithm that yields a schedule with makespan norm of
This theorem implies that it is sufficient to find an assignment of jobs to machine groups that bounds the following function h against the optimal makespan norm opt:
where J ℓ denotes the set of jobs assigned to group G ℓ . Here, s ℓ is the speed of any machine in G ℓ , and S(G ℓ ) is the sum of speeds of all machines in G ℓ .
Algorithm. Since all machines in a group have the same speed, we use s ℓ to denote the speed of any machine in group G ℓ . We assume that we know the value of the optimal makespan opt within a constant factor by using a standard guess-and-double technique.
We say that a group G ℓ is permissible for job j if max k p j (k ) s ℓ ≤ opt, i.e., assigning the job alone does not violate the optimal bound. The algorithm assigns a job j to the group G ℓ with the largest index ℓ (i.e., slowest speed) among all permissible groups for j.
Analysis. Let J ℓ denote the jobs assigned to group G ℓ . Since group G ℓ is permissible for any job in J ℓ , it follows that max k, j ∈J ℓ p j (k ) s ℓ ≤ opt. Furthermore, an optimal solution can schedule jobs in J ℓ only on machines in G ℓ ′ for ℓ ′ ≤ ℓ, since G ℓ is the slowest permissible group for jobs in J ℓ . Thus, for any dimension k,
where the last inequality uses Property 2 of smoothed instances. Thus, h ≤ O(1) · opt as desired.
SCALAR SCHEDULING: MINIMIZING q-NORMS
In this section, we describe our algorithm for optimizing arbitrary qnorms for the scalar scheduling problem. For convenience, we will work with the-norm (i.e., the q-norm raised to the qth power) and give an O(1) q -competitive algorithm, which is equivalent to an O(1)-competitive algorithm for the q-norm. As in the previous section, we will assume throughout that we have a smoothed instance; by Lemma 5, this only loses a constant factor in the competitive ratio. Recall that the speed of a machine in group G ℓ is denoted s ℓ , and p ℓj := p j /s ℓ denotes the processing time of job j on any machine in G ℓ . Now, suppose a set of jobs J ℓ is assigned to group G ℓ . Then, two natural lower bounds on the-norm of any assignment of these jobs to the individual machines in G ℓ are given by:
, which is the-norm of the optimal fractional assignment of these jobs, and j ∈J ℓ p q ℓj , which is the-norm of the optimal assignment if |G ℓ | = ∞. The next theorem, which follows from [9] and [24] , states that the sum of these lower bounds can be attained in an online assignment on any set of identical machines. We provide a proof for sake of completeness. Theorem 7 ([9] , [24] ). For scalar jobs scheduled on m identical machines, there is a deterministic algorithm that yields a schedule
Proof. Our algorithm will be to simply schedule jobs greedily, i.e., for each job j that arrives, we schedule j on machine that currently has the smallest load. Let Λ be the load vector produced by the algorithm, and let Λ i denote the load of ith machines. Let p i be the load of the last job that was assigned to machine i,and let Λ ′ i be the load on machine without this last job (i.e.,
as desired. The last inequality follows since the algorithm assigns greedily, and therefore Λ ′ i ≤ j p j /m; we also clearly have that
This theorem implies that it is sufficient for us to find an assignment of jobs to machine groups that bounds the following function h against the optimal-norm:
Once this assignment is obtained, Theorem 7 is invoked separately on each machine group to obtain the final assignment of jobs to individual machines within each group. The rest of this section describes the algorithm to assign jobs to machine groups in a smoothed instance. This algorithm has two parts: an online fractional algorithm that assigns jobs fractionally to machine groups, and an online rounding algorithm that converts this fractional assignment to an integral assignment.
Fractional Algorithm (A Continuous Greedy Algorithm)
We first define the fractional counterpart of the objective h defined above. Let x ℓj be the fraction of job j assigned to group G ℓ in a fractional assignment. Then,
For brevity of notation, we denote the fractional load of group G ℓ by Λ ℓ (x) := j 1 |G ℓ | · x ℓj p ℓj and separate the two terms in h(x) as the load-dependent objective f (x) := ℓ |G ℓ | · (Λ ℓ ) q and the job-dependent objective д(x) := ℓ j (p ℓj ) q · x ℓj . We also call their sum h(x) the total objective. The goal of the fractional algorithm is to obtain a fractional solution x that is O(1) q -competitive for the total objective h(x). Algorithm. Our algorithm is inspired by a continuous greedy strategy on the objective h(x). To define it precisely, we denote the two terms in the derivative
The algorithm assigns an infinitesimal fraction of the current job j to the machine group G ℓ that has the minimum value of η ℓj := max(α ℓj , β ℓj ). (Conceptually, this is similar to assigning to the machine that minimizes α ℓj + β ℓj , which is the derivative of the objective h(x), but using the max instead of the sum makes our analysis simpler.) In case of a tie between machine groups, the following rule is used:
• If there is a machine group G ℓ with α ℓj ≤ β ℓj among the tied groups, then this machine group is used for the assignment. Note that by Property 3 of smoothed instances, no two machine groups can have an identical value of β ℓj . It follows that there can only be at most one machine group among the ones tied on η ℓj that has η ℓj = β ℓj , i.e., α ℓj ≤ β ℓj . Hence, this rule is well-defined. • If α ℓj ≥ β ℓj for all tied machine groups, then we divide the infinitesimal job among the tied groups in proportion to
. These proportions are chosen to preserve the condition that the values of α ℓj remain tied after the assignment (see Claim 8 below). Analysis. Before giving any formal arguments, we first give some more intuition about the algorithm and a general overview of our analysis. Observe that if α ℓj > β ℓj for all machine groups G ℓ throughout the algorithm, then the optimal strategy would be to keep all the α ℓj identical, since otherwise, moving an infinitesimal fraction of j from a group with a higher value of α ℓj to one with a lower value would improve the objective. This property is ensured by the second tie-breaking rule, which is stated in Claim 8 and can be verified by a simple calculation that we show later in the section. Claim 8. If job j is assigned in proportion to |G ℓ | · s γ ℓ , where γ = q/(q − 1), among machine groups G ℓ with identical values of α ℓj , then the value of α ℓj remains equal for these machine groups after the assignment.
But, in general, it might so happen that β ℓj > α ℓj for a suffix of machine groups (recall that machine groups are ordered in decreasing speed, so the suffix represents slower machines). In this case, the algorithm might assign job j to faster groups even though this assignment makes the values of α ℓj unequal for the different groups. But, in both these two types of assignments, the value of α ℓj of a slower group never exceeds that of a faster group. Again we state this property in the next lemma and formally prove it in later in the section. Lemma 9. For any two groups G ℓ and G ℓ ′ with s ℓ > s ℓ ′ , and for any job j, it always holds that α ℓj ≥ α ℓ ′ j .
This implies that for any two groups G ℓ and G ℓ ′ with s ℓ > s ℓ ′ and any job j, α and β have exactly opposite relative orders throughout the algorithm: α ℓj ≥ α ℓ ′ j (by Lemma 9) and β ℓj < β ℓ ′ j (by Property 3 of smoothed instances). To get some more intuition about the algorithm, imagine extrapolating the discrete values of The algorithm compares the circled values and chooses the machine group with the smallest of these values (in this case, it assigns to machine group 2). The dotted lines show an interpolation between the discrete speeds of machine groups that allows us to think of α ℓj and β ℓj as continuous functions of machine speed. This interpolation is only for intuitive purpose, and is not formally used in the algorithm.
α ℓj and β ℓj between the machine groups. Then, α is a monotone non-decreasing and β a monotone decreasing function of machine speed. The algorithm would ideally like to assign the fractional job to the point where these two curves cross, since it represents the minimum value of max(α, β) across all speeds. But, since this crossing point may not represent an actual machine group, the algorithm compares the two machine groups that straddle this crossing point and assigns the fractional job to the group that minimizes max(α, β) among these two machine groups. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
Using the above interpretation that α and β are monotone functions of machine speed, we now sketch the rest of our analysis before giving it formally. We fix an optimal solution opt, and denote the fractional algorithm's solution by algo; let the corresponding fractional assignments be x opt and x algo . Now, for any assignment of a fractional job by algo, the same fractional job is assigned by opt to either the same machine group, or a slower one, or a faster one. It is easy to bound the objective due to assignments where algo and opt use the same machine group, so we only focus on the last two categories, which we call red and blue assignments respectively.
For red assignments, opt assigns to a slower machine group than algo; thus, its value of β is greater than the value of β = α for algo. Now, note that the job-dependent objective д(x opt ) is simply given by the sum over β of all assignments of opt, since β is independent of the current loads of machine groups. This allows us to bound the increase in the total objective h(x algo ) due to red assignments against the value of д(x opt ) (see Lemma 10) .
Similarly, for blue assignments, opt assigns to a faster machine group than algo; thus, by Lemma 9, its value of α is greater than the value of α = β for algo. One would then hope to use a similar argument as above, that the value of f (x opt ) is the sum over α of all assignments of opt. Unfortunately, this is not true since the values of α are dependent on the current loads of algo, which may be different from the loads in opt. Instead, we need to use a more global argument for blue assignments. Note that if all assignments were blue, then using Claim 8, we can bound the value of f (x algo ) globally against the value of f (x opt ). There are two main challenges in generalizing this argument: first, it is possible that β > α for algo in a blue assignment, which makes bounding f (x algo ) insufficient, and second, red and blue assignments may be interleaved thereby invalidating the global argument that assumed all assignments to be blue. Overcoming these technical hurdles for blue assignments constitutes the bulk of our analysis (in particular see Lemma 11 for the final bound of the increase in h(x algo ) due to blue assignments).
This completes the overview of our analysis. To make the above arguments formal, we begin with giving proofs of Claim 8.
Proof of Claim 8. Recall that
Therefore its derivative with respect to an assignment x ℓj is:
Substituting for Λ ℓ using (1) we have:
To keep α ℓj values equal while dividing x ℓj infinitesimally among the groups, we should assign mass inversely proportional to d α ℓj dx ℓj to each group G ℓ . However, since all G ℓ already have equal α ℓj upon the assignment, all terms in d α ℓj dx ℓj except s ℓ and |G ℓ | are common across these groups. Thus, each group should receive mass in proportion to s
Next, we give a formal proof of Lemma 9, which states that: for any two groups G ℓ and G ℓ ′ with s ℓ > s ℓ ′ , and for any job j, it always holds that α ℓj ≥ α ℓ ′ j .
Proof of Lemma 9. First, note that the lemma holds for all jobs if it does for any single job since α ℓj /p j is a function independent of job j. We now prove the lemma by showing that it inductively holds for the current job j at any time. For the sake of contradiction, suppose the property is violated for the first time by the current fractional assignment, which implies that α ℓj = α ℓ ′ j before the assignment and α ℓj < α ℓ ′ j after the assignment. Now, note that β ℓ ′ j > β ℓj by Property 3 of smoothed instances. Therefore, the algorithm can make an assignment on G ℓ ′ only if G ℓ and G ℓ ′ are tied with η ℓj = α ℓj = α ℓ ′ j = η ℓ ′ j . But in this case, by the second tie-breaking rule, the algorithm assigns job j to groups G ℓ and G ℓ ′ in proportion to |G ℓ | · s γ ℓ and |G ℓ ′ | · s γ ℓ ′ , where γ = q/(q − 1). This assignment preserves α ℓj = α ℓ ′ j by Claim 8, which is a contradiction. □ Red and Blue Assignments. We now give the detailed analysis that bounds h(x algo ) against h(x opt ). We distinguish between two types of assignments, red and blue assignments that we precisely define below. (In the rest of the proof, we overload notation to denote a fractional job assigned in a single step of the fractional algorithm by j.) For a fractional job j, let opt(j) (resp., algo(j)) be the machine group on which it is assigned by opt (resp., algo). We call the assignment of a fractional job j a red assignment if opt assigns j on a slower machine group, i.e., if s opt(j) < s algo(j) ; we call it a blue assignment if opt assigns j on a faster machine group, i.e., s opt(j) > s algo(j) . If opt(j) = algo(j) = G ℓ , we call it a red assignment if β ℓj ≥ α ℓj when the assignment was made; else, we call it a blue assignment.
We will analyze the total increase in the objective h(x algo ) caused by red and blue assignments separately. Note that there was a special case in the algorithm when machine groups were tied, where we assigned a fractional job to multiple machine groups. However, in this case, by Property 2 of smoothed instances, at least half of the job is assigned to the slowest tied machine group. Since η ℓj = α ℓj for all tied groups in this case, the increase in h(x) overall is at most a constant factor times the increase of h(x) on the slowest machine group. Therefore, in this analysis, we will only consider the slowest machine group in this scenario. Thus, algo(j) is well-defined in all cases. Analysis for Red Assignments. We first bound the contribution from red assignments. Lemma 10. The total increase in h(x algo ) due to red assignments of algo is at most twice the job-dependent objective д(x opt ) of opt.
Proof. Consider a fractional job j that undergoes a red assignment in the algorithm. We have two cases. First, suppose s opt(j) < s algo(j) . Given that we only consider the assignment on the slowest group in case of a tie, we can conclude that: max(α opt(j)j , β opt(j)j ) = η opt(j)j > η algo(j)j = max(α algo(j)j , β algo(j)j ) ≥ α algo(j)j ≥ α opt(j)j (by Lemma 9).
Therefore, β opt(j)j > α algo(j)j . But, since β opt(j)j > β algo(j)j by Property 3 of smoothed instances, we have:
Next, suppose opt(j) = algo(j). In this case,
where the second to last equality follows from the definition of red assignments. To complete the proof of the lemma, we note that the sum of β opt(j)j across all fractional jobs is precisely equal to д(x opt ). □ Analysis for Blue Assignments. We are left to bound the total increase in h(x algo ) due to blue assignments. For blue assignments, opt assigns the fractional jobs to faster machine groups than algo.
Our goal is to show the following lemma.
Lemma 11. The total increase in objective due to blue assignments in algo is at most O(1) q times the load-dependent objective of opt.
Using an argument similar to above lemma, we can bound the increase in h(x algo ) due to blue assignments against the value of α opt(j)j . But, unlike the fact that the sum of β opt(j)j across all jobs gives the value of д(x opt ), adding the values of α opt(j)j across all jobs does not yield the value of f (x opt ). This is because α opt(j)j are defined based on algo's current loads, which may be different from opt's loads, whereas β opt(j)j is load-independent.
To understand the intuition behind our analysis of blue assignments, let us imagine an idealized scenario where α ℓj > β ℓj throughout the algorithm. In this case, by the second tie-breaking rule, algo maintains equal values of α ℓj across all machine groups ℓ for all jobs j. Note that this is an optimal fractional assignment for the loaddependent objective f (x); therefore, f (x algo ) ≤ f (x opt ). The same argument works even if α ℓj is not equal for all groups, provided all jobs are blue, by replacing uniformity of α ℓj by the monotonicity property from Lemma 9. However, there are two main difficulties with generalizing this argument further:
(1) First, for a blue assignment of job j to machine group algo(j), it may be the case that β algo(j)j > α algo(j)j . In this case, we need to bound β algo(j)j and not α algo(j)j in order to bound the increase in the total objective α algo(j)j + β algo(j)j . (2) Second, we need to account for the fact that not all assignments are blue, and a general instance can interleave red and blue assignments.
To address the first issue, we specifically consider the blue assignments with β algo(j)j > α algo(j)j ; let us call them special assignments. For all such special assignments, we modify algo to algo ′ by additionally assigning the fractional job to the machine group (denoted algo(j) + ) that is immediately faster than algo(j). The idea behind this additional dummy assignment is that α algo(j) + j ≥ η algo(j)j irrespective of whether η algo(j)j = β algo(j)j or η algo(j)j = α algo(j)j . Therefore, for the special assignments, we can bound the increase in the total objective of algo by α algo(j) + j due to the dummy assignments that we added. Correspondingly, we modify opt to opt ′ by adding a second copy of each such fractional job to opt(j). Note that for special blue assignments, we have the strict inequality s opt(j) > s algo(j) ; else, we would call it a red assignment. Hence, these additional dummy assignments are also blue assignments. We will establish that these modifications do not significantly change the objectives of the two solutions algo and opt (Lemmas 12 and 13).
To handle the second issue, we modify opt ′ further to opt ′′ by adding the load due to red assignments in algo to each machine group in opt. This allows us to view the red assignments as blue assignments for the purposes of this analysis, since opt ′′ now has a copy of every red job on the same machine group as algo. Again, we establish that this transformation does not significantly change the objective of opt ′ (Lemma 14).
Once we have modified algo to algo ′ and opt to opt ′′ respectively, we are able to show a strong property of the load profiles of algo ′ and opt ′′ , namely that for any prefix of machine groups starting with the fastest group, the total load of opt ′′ is at least as much as that of algo ′ . Informally, this means that opt ′′ is even more biased than algo ′ in terms of assigning jobs to faster machines. But, note that Lemma 9 asserts that algo is already biased toward faster machines than the optimal allocation for the load-dependent objective f (x), and it turns out, so is algo ′ . Combining these facts, we bound the increase in the total objective of algo ′ against the load-dependent objective of opt ′′ (Lemma 16).
We now give a formal proof for the increase in the total objective of algo due to blue assignments, based on the outline presented above. Recall that there are three parts to this analysis: (a) modifying algo to algo ′ and opt to opt ′ respectively do not significantly change their objectives, (b) modifying opt ′ to opt ′′ does not significantly change its objective, and (c) the increase in the total objective of algo ′ due to blue assignments can be bounded against the loaddependent objective of opt ′′ .
First, we show that in handling the first issue, modifying algo to algo ′ and opt to opt ′ respectively do not significantly change the objectives of the respective solutions. The first lemma is immediate.
Lemma 13. The total objective h(x algo ) due to blue assignments in algo is at most twice the load-dependent objective f (x algo ′ ) due to blue assignments in algo ′ .
Proof. We consider two cases. First, suppose α algo(j)j ≥ β algo(j)j . This is not a special blue assignment. In this case, α algo(j)j + β algo(j)j ≤ 2α algo(j)j .
Since algo ′ has at least as much load on every machine group as algo, it follows that the total increase of objective in algo due to assignments in this case is at most twice the load-dependent objective of algo ′ . Next, suppose α algo(j)j < β algo(j)j in a blue assignment. This is a special blue assignment, and we have s opt(j) > s algo(j) , as noted earlier. In this case, β algo(j) + j < β algo(j)j , but η algo(j) + j ≥ η algo(j)j . Therefore, α algo(j) + j ≥ β algo(j)j and α algo(j) + j ≥ α algo(j)j . Therefore, we have α algo(j)j + β algo(j)j ≤ 2α algo(j) + j .
But, for every special assignment to machine group algo(j) in algo, there is a corresponding assignment to group algo(j) + in algo ′ . Therefore, the total increase of objective in algo due to special assignments is at most twice the load-dependent objective of algo ′ . □ Now, we show that in handling the second issue, modifying opt ′ to opt ′′ does not significantly change the objective. Lemma 14. The load-dependent objective f (x opt ′′ ) in opt ′′ is at most 2 q times the load-dependent objective f (x opt ′ ) in opt ′ plus 2 q+1 times the job-dependent objective д(x opt ) in opt.
Proof. We classify machine groups into two groups. The first type of group is one where the load in opt ′ is at least its load from red assignments in algo. The load in opt ′′ for such groups is at most twice the load in opt ′ . Therefore for these machine groups, the loaddependent objective in opt ′′ is at most 2 q times load-dependent objective in opt ′ .
The second type of machine group is one where the red load in algo is more than the load in opt ′ . The load in opt ′′ for such machine groups is at most twice the red load in algo. Therefore by Lemma 10, the load-dependent objective in opt ′′ is at most 2 · 2 q times the job-dependent objective д(x opt ) in opt. □
We will now be able to apply our high level approach and show that the load-dependent objective of algo ′ is bounded by that of opt ′′ . We first show the following lemma on load profiles, which formalizes our earlier intuition. Lemma 15. Consider two load profiles ψ and ξ over the machine groups with the following properties:
(1) (First condition) For any prefix G of machine groups in decreasing order of speeds, the total job volumes satisfy:
(2) (Second condition) There exists a µ ≤ 1 such that for any two machine groups G ℓ and G ℓ ′ , we have:
Then, the load-dependent objective of load profile ψ is at least µ−1 times the load-dependent objective of load profile ξ .
Proof. First, we transform the load profile ξ to χ so as to change the value of µ to 1 in the second condition. For any group G ℓ , we set χ ℓ so that it satisfies
Since χ ℓ ≤ ξ ℓ for any machine group G ℓ , the first condition holds for ψ and χ as well. Furthermore, by definition of χ , it satisfies the second condition with µ = 1. Finally, note that by the second condition on ξ ,
Now, we use an exchange argument to transform ψ without increasing its load-dependent objective until for every machine group G ℓ , we have ψ ℓ ≥ χ ℓ . In each step of the exchange, we identify the slowest machine group G ℓ where ψ ℓ < χ ℓ . By the first condition, there must be a machine group G ℓ ′ with s ℓ ′ > s ℓ such that ψ ℓ ′ > χ ℓ ′ and for every prefix G of machine groups in decreasing order of speeds containing G ℓ ′ but not containing G ℓ , the following strict inequality holds:
Furthermore, using the second condition (with now µ = 1), we have that ψ
Now, we move an infinitesimal job volume from group G ℓ ′ to group G ℓ in ψ . Inequality (5) implies that the load-dependent objective of ψ decreases due to this move. Furthermore, both conditions of the lemma continue to remain valid by Eqns. (4) and (5) . Such moves are repeatedly performed to obtain a load profile ψ ′ with at most the load-dependent objective of ψ , but additionally satisfying ψ ′ ℓ ≥ χ ℓ for all machine groups G ℓ .
At this point, the lemma holds for the transformed load profile χ with µ = 1. To translate this back to the original load profile ξ , note that Eqn. (3) implies that χ ℓ ≥ µ 1/(q−1) · ξ ℓ for every machine group G ℓ . □
We now apply Lemma 15 to algo ′ and opt ′′ to get our desired bound.
Lemma 16. The load-dependent objective of algo ′ is at most 2 q times the load-dependent objective of opt ′′ .
Proof. In Lemma 15, we set ψ to the load profile of opt ′′ and ξ to the load profile of algo ′ .
The first condition of Lemma 15 follows from the following observations: (a) for blue assignments in algo, s opt(j) ≥ s algo(j) ; (b) for red assignments in algo, the same fractional job j is assigned to algo(j) in transforming opt ′ to opt ′′ ; (c) finally, for special assignments added in transforming algo to algo ′ , we have s opt(j) > s algo(j) , i.e., s opt(j) ≥ s algo(j) + .
We now check the second condition of Lemma 15. From Lemma 9, the condition holds with µ = 1 for algo. In algo ′ , the load Λ ℓ + on a machine group ℓ increases by the total load due to special assignments on machine group G ℓ , i.e., by at most Λ ℓ · s ℓ s ℓ + ≤ Λ ℓ . But, by Lemma 9, Λ ℓ ≤ Λ ℓ + . Therefore, the load on machine group G ℓ + increases by at most a factor of 2. It follows that the second condition of Lemma 15 holds with µ = 1/2 q−1 . Now, the lemma follows by applying Lemma 15. □ Combining Lemmas 12, 13, 14, and 16, we obtain the desired bound for blue assignments, i.e., prove Lemma 11.
Lemmas 11 and 10 imply that the algorithm is O(1) q -competitive on objective h(x), as desired.
Rounding Algorithm
In this section, we give an online rounding procedure that converts a fractional assignment to an integral assignment for machine groups with a loss of O(1) q in the total objective h(x).
Algorithm.
Recall that x ℓj denotes the fraction of job j assigned to machine group G ℓ , where the machine groups are denoted G 0 , G 1 , . . . from the fastest to the slowest group. Let m(j) denote the median of job j, which we define to be the machine group that satisfies ℓ ≤m(j) x ℓj ≥ 1/2 and ℓ ≥m(j) x ℓj ≥ 1/2. In our integral assignment, we assign job j to group G m(j) .
Analysis. Let x ′ be the solution produced by the rounding algorithm. We will show the following lemma.
We consider the load-dependent and job-dependent objectives f (x ′ ) and д(x ′ ) separately.
Proof. We perform two transformations on assignment x such that f (x) can only increase by a factor of at most 4 q , and then compare the resulting assignment with x ′ .
Our first transformation converts x to an assignment y, as follows. For each job j, we set y ℓj := 2x ℓj for ℓ ≤ m(j) − 1. We then allocate the remainder of the job to group G m(j) , i.e., y m(j)j := 1 − ℓ ≤m(j)−1 y ℓj . For the rest of the groups ℓ ≥ m(j) + 1, we set y ℓj := 0. Observe that based on the definition of m(j), this is always possible. It is straightforward to see that f (y) ≤ 2 q f (x) since for any given group, we are at most doubling its load.
Then, we construct an optimal prefix-constrained schedule, y ′ w.r.t. f . We say that a schedule is prefix-constrained if each job j's assignment is restricted to machine groups G 0 , G 1 , ...G j(m) . Note that y is prefix-constrained. Therefore, f (y ′ ) ≤ f (y). We construct y ′ as follows. We consider machines groups in increasing order of their speeds. For a group G ℓ ′ in consideration, we consider each job j with m(j) = ℓ ′ . We continuously assign job j to the machine group ℓ with the minimum α ℓ := q(Λ ℓ ) q−1 /s ℓ (or equivalently to α ℓ, j ). Note that α ℓ has no dependency on p j unlike α ℓ, j . Since we only consider the load-dependent objective, it is an easy exercise to show that this continuous process yields an optimal assignment w.r.t. f . Formally, one can show that the monotonicity of α values, i.e., α 0 ≥ α 1 ≥ . . ., holds throughout. The optimality follows from this monotonicity property and the fact that two machine groups continue to have the same α ℓ values once they do.
We observe that at least half of each job j is assigned to G m(j) in y ′ . Due to the monotonicity property, j is assigned to machine group m(j) least when α 0 = α 1 = α 2 = . . . = α m(j) before j starts getting assigned. In this case, job j is assigned to machine group G ℓ in proportion to S(ℓ), which implies G m(j) gets at least half of
Finally, we obtain the final assignment x ′ from y ′ by letting each job j to be fully assigned to G m(j) . This increases each machine group's load by a factor of at most 2, therefore we have f (
Proof. Consider a transformation of x to y where for each job j, we set y ℓj := 2x ℓj for ℓ ≥ m(j)+1. We then allocate the remainder of the job to group G m(j) , i.e., y m(j)j := 1 − ℓ ≥m(j)+1 y ℓj . For the rest of the groups ℓ ≤ m(j)−1, we set y ℓj := 0. Since ℓ ≥m(j) x ℓj ≥ 1/2, for each job j and machine group G ℓ , we have y ℓj ≤ 2x ℓj . Thus, д(y) ≤ 2 · д(x). On the other hand, since every job j is assigned to G m(j) in x ′ and to machine groups that are no faster than G m(j) in y, it follows that д(x ′ ) ≤ д(y). □
Combining Lemmas 18 and 19, we obtain Lemma 17.
VECTOR SCHEDULING: MINIMIZING q-NORMS
As in the previous section on scalar scheduling, we will assume throughout that we have a smoothed instance; by Lemma 5, this only loses a constant factor in the competitive ratio. We also assume that q ≥ c log d for a large enough constant c, since otherwise, we can use a scheduling algorithm for unrelated machines in [27] to find an O(log d + q) = O(log d)-competitive assignment. As for the scalar case, we derive two natural lower bounds on thenorm of any assignment of these jobs to the individual machines
, which is the-norm of the optimal fractional assignment of these jobs, and the second bound is max k j ∈J ℓ p ℓj (k) q , which is the-norm of the optimal assignment if |G ℓ | = ∞. Then,
lower bounds the optimal value of the-norm up to a factor of d = O(1) q (recall than q = Ω(log d)) since we replaced the max over dimensions k with a sum over dimensions k. The next theorem, which follows from previous work [27] , asserts that this lower bound can be achieved on a set of identical machines up to a factor of O . Theorem 20 ([27] ). For vector jobs scheduled on m identical machines, there is a deterministic algorithm that yields a schedule such that the maximum-norm across dimensions is at most O
This theorem implies that it is sufficient to find an assignment of jobs to machine groups that bounds function h against the optimal-norm. Once this assignment is obtained, Theorem 20 is invoked separately on each machine group to obtain the final assignment of jobs to individual machines within each group.
The rest of this section describes the algorithm to assign jobs to machine groups in a smoothed instance.
Algorithm Definition
Our algorithm assigns job in two phases. In Phase 1, we define a single scalar load derived from max k p j (k) and assign it using the scalar algorithm for q norms given in Section 4. This produces an assignment that we call the scalar solution. Using the scalar solution, we then determine a set of candidate groups G j to which job j can be assigned in the second phase; we call such assignments restricted assignments. In Phase 2, we obtain a competitive restricted assignment, which is the assignment the algorithm outputs. We now describe these phases in more detail. Phase 1: Scalar Solution. Let p j,max := max k p j (k). We set the scalar size of job j to be p j,max and use the algorithm for scalar jobs from Section 4.
Let G m(j) be the group where job j is assigned in the scalar solution (we use the notation m(j) since recall that in our scalar rounding algorithm, we assign a job to the median group of job j from the fractional assignment). Then, the set of candidate groups for job j, denoted G j , is a collection of O(log d) consecutive groups containing G m(j) given by:
(Here, the total set of groups is G 0 , G 1 , . . . , G M .) Phase 2: Restricted Assignment. We schedule jobs with the same candidate groups separately. Namely, fix a set of candidate groups G and let opt G be the optimal (w.r.t. h) schedule for only the jobs with candidate groups G on the groups in G. Our goal will be to find a solution that satisfies the following set of constraints:
Note that opt G satisfies these conditions. We assume that opt G is known to the algorithm, which is w.l.o.g. by a standard guess-anddouble technique.
We interpret this online problem as makespan minimization for unrelated machines, i.e., we think of each group G ℓ as a metamachine and of each job j as having a load of p ℓj (k ) |G ℓ | on a metamachine G ℓ in dimension k. We also create a special dimension 0 to encode the second set of constraints: job j has load k (p ℓj (k)) q on meta-machine G ℓ on dimension 0. Then, the problem is reduced to finding an assignment where the makespan on dimension 0 is upper bounded by opt G , and the makespan on other dimensions from 1 to d is upper bounded by opt 1/q G . In [27] , this problem was studied under the name of any norm minimization for unrelated machines (VSANY-U). Using the algorithm in [27] , one can find a solution simultaneously minimizing the log(|G|)-norm on each dimension with the target values opt 1/q G on dimensions 1, 2, 3, . . . , d, and opt G on dimension 0, which is equivalent to the makespan optimization problem that we have defined, up to a constant factor.
Analysis
At a high level, our analysis comprises of two steps. First, we show in the following lemma that by restricting our assignment in Phase 2, we do not lose more than a constant factor with respect to an unrestricted assignment. Lemma 21. The optimal fractional restricted assignment is at most O(1) q times the optimal unrestricted assignment with respect to objective h.
Next, we show that for the restricted assignment problem, our algorithm has a competitive ratio of O(log 2 d) q .
Lemma 22. For the restricted assignment problem defined in Phase 2, our algorithm has a competitive ratio of O(log 2 d) q .
Combining the above two lemmas gives us the overall competitive ratio of O(log 2 d) q for the algorithm on objective h. We prove these two lemmas in the following sections.
Proof of Lemma 21.
In this section we prove Lemma 21. Our high-level approach will be to construct a fractional assignment, denoted frac r , and show that this fractional assignment has objective at most O(1) q times that of the optimal assignment opt with respect to h. Additionally, frac r will be constructed in a way such that we can obtain an integral assignment of similar objective by using the rounding algorithm in Section 4. Our analysis will imply that using this rounding only increases the objective of the solution by at most O(1) q factor, thus proving the lemma. We note that to simplify our notation, we may let opt and frac r also denote their objective values, depending on context.
First, we show that we can make a certain assumption on the sizes of jobs across all dimensions without changing the objective of instance by too much. Recall that p j,max := max k p j (k). We first observe that we can assume wlog that each job j has size at least p j, max d 2 on all dimensions. Lemma 23. If we increase each job j's size so that j has size max{p j (k), p j, max d 2 } on each dimension k, then objective h increases by a factor of at most 2 q .
Proof. Let x ℓj be the fraction of job j assigned to group ℓ. (So note that this lemma also holds for fractional assignments). Also, recall our definitions of load-and job-dependent objectives from Section 4. We first consider the job-dependent objective. Before the change, j's contribution to the objective for group G ℓ is k (p ℓj (k)) q x ℓj . After the change, this quantity increases by at most
Thus, the job-dependent objective at most doubles.
Next, we consider the load-dependent objective. Fix a group G ℓ . Recall that Λ ℓ (k) := j (p ℓj (k)x ℓj ). Thus, group G ℓ 's contribution to the load-dependent objective is |G ℓ | 1−q k (Λ ℓ (k)) q . We will show that k (Λ ℓ (k)) q increases by a factor of at most 2 q after the job size change. Specifically, after the job size change, each Λ ℓ (k) value increases by at most
Thus, we have shown that each of the job-dependent and loaddependent objectives increases by a factor of at most 2 q , proving the lemma. □ By Lemma 23, we can assume wlog that jobs have these new sizes after the change. We now make additional transformations to the instance. One transformation is applied to the instance that the optimal solution processes, while the other is applied to the instance that frac r is defined on.
Specifically, let opt denote a fixed optimal assignment with respect to h. We say that an input is uniform if every job has equal size in each dimension. We will consider two uniform inputs derived from the original input. Let J max denote the set of jobs where each job j's size vector is replaced with p j,max · ⟨1, 1, ..., 1⟩. Similarly, let J min denote the set of jobs where each job j's size vector is replaced with p j, max d 2 · ⟨1, 1, ..., 1⟩. Note that J max is as hard as the original input (i.e., the objective of any solution to J max upper bounds the corresponding solution on the original instance). Similarly, J min is as easy as the original input. Since our goal is to upper bound frac r by opt, we assume that frac r has to process J max while opt processes J min . Since all jobs have uniform sizes, all dimensions have an equal contribution to the objective. Therefore, for the rest of the analysis we can treat each solution as a scalar solution with these corresponding job sizes. Also for simplicity, we denote p j,max as p j for the rest of the section.
We are now ready to construct the solution frac r . We categorize jobs into three groups based on how they are assigned in opt. We say that a job j is red (blue, resp.) if it is assigned in opt to a group slower (faster, resp.) than the candidate groups in G j ; otherwise, the job is grey. For each grey job j, we simply assign j in frac r to the group its assigned to in opt. To assign red and blue jobs, we use the fractional assignment that was used to produce the assignment from Phase 1 of the algorithm (the fractional assignment obtained before applying the rounding algorithm; call this solution algo frac ). In particular, for red jobs j, we assign j identically to algo frac for G m(j) and all faster groups. Similarly, blue jobs j are assigned identically to algo frac for G m(j) and slower machines. We note that the blue and red jobs may not be completely assigned (i.e., we may only fractionally assign half of each of these jobs), and so in some sense frac r is not a complete/valid assignment. However, since on doubling the fractional assignment, all jobs will increase objective h by at most 2 q , it is easy to convert frac r into a valid assignment with a comparable objective.
We decompose the objective to analyze the contribution of jobs of each type separately. Let blue, red, grey denote set of blue, red, and grey jobs, respectively. Also let frac r blue , frac r red , and frac r grey denote the objective h when only considering the assignments of blue, red, and grey jobs respectively in frac r . Given these definitions, it is straightforward to show the following decomposition.
Lemma 24. frac r ≤ 3 q (frac r blue + frac r red + opt).
Therefore, for the rest of the analysis we are left with bounding frac r blue and frac r red . To simplify our presentation, we assume that each red and blue job is broken up into infinitesimal sized jobs; namely, we will assume that a red/blue infinitesimal job j is fully assigned when ℓ x ℓj = δ for an infinitesimally small value δ > 0. This modification can be done by replacing each job j by a set of jobs j 1 , j 2 , ..., j 1/δ with job size δ · p j such that ℓ x ℓj r = δ for each newly created job j r . Note that this alternate view is valid since red and blue jobs are assigned fractionally in frac r . Observe that since red and blue jobs are assigned based on algo frac , an infinitesimal job j can be assigned to multiple groups. Let G e(j) be the slowest group to which j is assigned in frac r . Recall that in Section 4 we observed that at least half of any infinitesimal job j is assigned to group G e(j) . Therefore, we can assume that each infinitesimal job j is only assigned to G e(j) , since this modification will only increase objective h by at most a factor of at most 2 q .
Let J e denote the set of infinitesimal jobs j with e(j) = e. Note that {J e } e is a partition of jobs. We are now ready to bound frac r red and frac r blue .
Lemma 25. frac r red ≤ opt.
Proof. Fix a group G e . Consider any infinitesimal job j ∈ J e ∩ red. The job was assigned to G e , but not to any slower groups since α e j < β e+1j . This implies that the increase of the load-dependent objective due to j's assignment is smaller than the analogous increase of the job-dependent objective. Thus, it suffices to show that frac r red has a comparable job-dependent objective to opt. Note that frac r 's job-dependent objective for jobs in J e ∩ red is at most,
Since the fastest group opt can use to process j ∈ J e ∩ red is not faster than G e+4 log d +1 , and its speed is at most 1/d 4/γ times that of G e+1 by Property 3 of smoothed instances, opt's job-dependent objective for jobs in G e ∩ red is at least j ∈J e ∩red (δp j )/d 2 s e+4 log d +1 q , which is greater than its counterpart in opt r given in (7) . (Again, recall that j's size is p j /d 2 in opt since it processes J min .) Summing over all groups G e , we have the lemma. □ Lemma 26. opt r blue ≤ 2 q opt.
Proof. Fix a group G e , e ≥ 4 log d (jobs that are fractionally assigned in groups G 0 , G 1 , ..., G 4 log d −1 cannot be blue). Consider any infinitesimal job j ∈ J e ∩ blue. As we observed in Section 4, if G e is the group to which algo frac assigns j, then we know that α e−1j ≥ max{α e j , β e j }. This implies that we can bound both frac r 's load-dependent and job-dependent objectives for jobs in J e ∩ blue by the load-dependent objective we obtain if all the jobs in J e ∩blue were assigned to G e−1 . Hence, frac r 's objective for jobs in J e ∩ blue is at most, 2|G e−1 | δV |G e−1 |s e−1 q = (δV ) q (S(G e−1 )) q−1 ,
where V := j ∈J e ∩blue p j .
We know that opt can only use groups G 0 , G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G e−4 log d −1 to process jobs in J e ∩ blue. Let T := e − 4 log d − 1. Now we would like to lower bound opt by only considering its load-dependent objective. Thus, we would like to minimize the load-dependent objective when we are asked to process jobs of total size V /d 2 only using groups G 0 , G 1 , G 2 , ..., G T . This is equivalent to the following optimization problem: Then, using the convexity of x q and q ≥ 2, we have,
, which is Eqn. (8) times 1/2 q . Thus, we have the lemma by summing over all G e , e ≥ 4 log d. □ Lemmas 24, 25, and 26 collectively imply that frac r ≤ O(1) q opt. Recall that to convert frac r to a valid assignment, we double the amount to which each red and blue job is fractionally assign (which will increase objective h by at most a factor of 2 q ). Call this valid fractional solution frac r ′ .
Thus, we are left with constructing an integral restricted assignment with objective comparable to that of frac r ′ . Consider the solution algo r which is identical to frac r , except it fractionally assigns all red and blue jobs based on algo frac 's solution. We now show the following lemma.
Lemma 27. algo r ≤ O(1) q frac r ′ .
Proof. Let opt max be the optimal integral solution for J max . Define algo red r , algo blue r , and algo grey r similarly to how we defined these solutions/objectives for frac r . Since jobs in algo red r and algo blue r are assigned identically to how they are assigned in our scalar algorithm, we have that algo red r + algo blue r ≤ O(1) q opt max .
From the definition of grey jobs, we also have algo grey r ≤ opt max , and since the integrality gap of the problem is constant (e.g., this follows from the results in [3, 13] ), we have that opt max ≤ O(1) q frac r ′ .
Finally note that algo r ≤ O(1) q (algo red r + algo blue r + algo grey r ).
Combining these inequalities, we have the lemma. □
To complete the proof, we observe that applying the scalar rounding algorithm to solution algo r will produce an integral restricted assignment that will have cost at most O(1) q times that of algo r (note that it is a restricted assignment since each red and blue job will be rounded to G m(j) ). This completes the proof of Lemma 21.
Proof of Lemma 22.
Next, we proceed to the second part of the analysis where we show Lemma 22, which states that: for the restricted assignment problem, our algorithm has a competitive ratio of O(log 2 d) q .
Let the optimal restricted assignment be denoted opt r . For the sake of analysis, we create O(log d) separate sub-instances, each corresponding to a set of disjoint candidate groups. Namely, let G ℓ denote the set of jobs j such that m(j) = G ℓ (i.e., the set of jobs whose candidate groups are centered around G ℓ ). This creates 8 log d + 1 instances, where in the tth instance, 0 ≤ t ≤ 8 log d, we schedule jobs with candidate groups {G t , G t +8 log d +1 , . . .}. It is not hard to verify that each set of candidate groups belongs to a unique instance, and the candidate groups in an instance are disjoint.
First, we argue that the solution produced in each sub-instance is O(log d) q -competitive against opt r . Lemma 28. Fix a sub-instance S from Phase 2. The objective of the solution produced by the algorithm for S is at most O(log d) q times that of the optimal restricted assignment opt r .
Proof. First, fix a set of candidate groups G in S, and consider the solution produced by the VSANY-U algorithm given in [27] for S. This algorithm is O(log d + log m)-competitive, where m is the number of machines. In our setting, the number of meta machines is m = |G| = O(log d), and thus this algorithm will produce a solution such that the constraints in the makespan minimization problem are violated up to a O(log d + log log d) = O(log d) factor. Thus it follows that this solution (denote it algo G ) with respect to objective h is at most:
Next, observe that since the candidate groups within a subinstance are disjoint, we have that the algorithm's overall objective in the sub-instance (denote this algo S ) equals G ∈S algo G . Also, again since candidate groups are disjoint, we have G ∈S opt G ≤ opt r . Thus it follows that
Using Lemma 28, we can show that combining the solutions over all sub-instances produces a solution whose objective is at most O(log 2 d) q · opt r (we relegate a formal proof to the full-version due to space considerations). Thus, we have shown Lemma 22.
